Case study: Property
conversions and VAT
When does a meaningful start to a property conversion make
all the difference to your VAT costs?

The client
Our client was a property developer who acquired an office
building for conversion into residential apartments.
A significant amount of VAT was incurred on the acquisition of
the building but this, together with VAT on all related
professional fees, was correctly claimed in full based on the
client’s intention to make zero rated supplies of the newly
converted apartments.
However, before any of the conversion works started, our
client received a lucrative offer to sell the building to a housing
association who would in turn undertake the conversion works
themselves. The challenge was to ensure that the VAT already
claimed on the acquisition of the building was not subject to a
claw back by HM Revenue & Customs (“HMRC”) if the property
was sold exempt from VAT to the housing association.
Opting to tax the property, in order to make a standard rated
supply, might at first offer a solution. However, as the housing
association was unlikely to be able to recover VAT, it would have
almost certainly issued a certificate to our client to disapply its
option to tax. The client faced having to make an exempt
supply, and pay back all the VAT incurred on the property to
date.

How Blick Rothenberg helped
Firstly, we looked at the rules for ‘person converting’ status
which confirmed that more than one entity is entitled to zero

rate as the ‘person converting’. It was therefore possibly for our
client to commerce the conversion work and sell the property
as a partly converted residential building eligible to be treated
as zero rated. This would entitle our client to full input VAT
recovery.
Upon sale of the partly converted building the housing
association would complete the conversion and could, if it so
wished, also sell the building zero rated as newly converted
residential dwellings.

What was the result?
The important factor was to ensure that the client had made a
real and meaningful start to the conversion of the building.
While this is not defined in law, HMRC simply state that a
person has “been involved in physically converting the building”.
In our case, it was possible to evidence this and the sale of the
property was correctly zero rated.
This meant that VAT was not a cost to the seller (our client)
or the buyer (the housing associated). This was a ‘win win’
situation which could have been very different had the sale
been completed prior to any work being carried out as initially
contemplated.

About Blick Rothenberg
Blick Rothenberg is a market-leading accounting, tax and
advisory practice that supports over 800 international
businesses.

“This was a ‘win win’ situation which could have been very different had the sale been
completed prior to any work being carried out as initially contemplated.”

Our specialist VAT advisors can assist your business with all
VATrelated matters ranging from VAT registration applications
and the completion of VAT returns to VAT consultancy and
complex liability issues.
In addition to general VAT advice, our services also incorporate
transaction-based VAT consultancy and planning assignments,
aimed at maximising VAT recovery. Our VAT advisors have
extensive experience in property transactions, business mergers,
acquisitions and restructuring, where VAT can have a significant
impact.
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We are uniquely placed to provide overseas businesses with VAT
advice in order to ensure that they comply with the necessary
legal and accounting obligations. We also ensure that advantage
is taken of any reliefs or planning structures that mitigate the
impact of VAT in the UK and the EU.
We can specifically cater for the needs of businesses expanding
internationally. VAT plays a major role in the services provided to
such clients and we have specialised teams who can support
theon-going compliance both within territory and cross border.
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